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QUASIPERIODIC AND MIXED COMMUTATOR
FACTORIZATIONS IN FREE PRODUCTS OF GROUPS
SERGEI V. IVANOV AND ANTON A. KLYACHKO
Abstract. It is well known that a nontrivial commutator in a free group is
never a proper power. We prove a theorem that generalizes this fact and has
several worthwhile corollaries. For example, an equation [x1, y1] . . . [xk, yk] =
zn, where n ≥ 2k, in the free product F of groups without nontrivial elements
of order ≤ n implies that z is conjugate to an element of a free factor of F.
If a nontrivial commutator in a free group factors into a product of elements
which are conjugate to each other then all these elements are distinct.
1. Introduction
It was observed by Schu¨tzenberger [31] that a nontrivial commutator in a free
group is never a proper power. This result was generalized in different directions: for
values of other than commutator words on free groups by Baumslag and Steinberg
[1], for values of commutators on free products of groups by Comerford, Edmunds,
and Rosenberger [7], and for values of commutators on small cancellation groups
by Frenkel and the second author [12]. Our Theorem could be considered as one
more such a generalization.
Theorem. Let Gα, α ∈ I, be torsion free groups and let F = ∗
α∈I
Gα denote their
free product. Suppose that
c1 . . . ckd1 . . . dℓ = h
n1
1 . . . h
nm
m
in F, where c1, . . . , ck, d1, . . . , dℓ, h1, . . . , hm are elements of F such that ci are com-
mutators, di′ are conjugate to elements of free factors of F, hj are conjugate to each
other and are not conjugate to elements of free factors of F, and nj are positive
integers. Then
m∑
j=1
(nj − 1) ≤ 2k + ℓ− 2.
In addition, the same statement holds for any free product F of groups with torsion
whenever the order of every letter of a cyclically reduced word conjugate to h1 is
greater than
∑m
j=1 nj.
M. Culler [8] discovered that, in the free group F (a, b) with free generators
a, b, the cube [a, b]3 of the commutator [a, b] := a−1b−1ab is a product of two
commutators,
[a, b]3 = [a−1ba, a−2bab−1][bab−1, b2].
Moreover, [a, b]n is a product of k commutators whenever n ≤ 2k − 1, see [8].
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Comerford, Comerford, and Edmunds [6] proved that a nontrivial product of two
commutators in a free group cannot be more than a third power, i.e., the equality
[x1, y1][x2, y2] = z
n, where n ≥ 4, in a free group implies that z = 1.
The authors of [6] conjectured that, in a free group, the Culler’s bound n ≤ 2k−1
is sharp. In other words, the Comerford-Comerford-Edmunds conjecture asserts
that, in a free group, the equality [x1, y1] . . . [xk, yk] = z
n, where n ≥ 2k, implies
that z = 1. This conjecture was proven by Duncan and Howie [9, Theorem 3.3] by
establishing that, in the free product A∗B of two locally indicable groups A,B, the
equality [x1, y1] . . . [xk, yk] = z
n, where n ≥ 2k, implies that z is conjugate to an
element of A or B. Our Theorem implies, in particular, that a similar result holds
true for the free product of torsion free groups and for the free product of groups
with torsion bounded below. Note that, in the case of small torsion, a similar
result is no longer true: in the infinite dihedral group 〈c〉2 ∗ 〈d〉2, every power of
the commutator [c, d] is also a commutator.
Corollary 1. Let F = ∗
α∈I
Gα be the free product of groups Gα, α ∈ I, that contain
no nontrivial elements of order ≤ n. Then an equality [x1, y1] . . . [xk, yk] = z
n,
where n ≥ 2k, in F implies that z is conjugate to an element of a free factor of F.
We remark that Corollary 1 is similar to a recent result of Chen [2, Corollary 3.7],
however, neither Corollary 1 follows from [2, Corollary 3.7] nor [2, Corollary 3.7]
follows from Corollary 1.
We now state more corollaries of our Theorem.
Corollary 2. Let F be the free product of torsion free groups Gα, α ∈ I. Suppose
that
c1 . . . ckd1 . . . dℓ = h1 . . . hm,
in F, where c1, . . . , ck, d1, . . . , dℓ, h1, . . . , hm are elements of F such that ci are com-
mutators, di are conjugate to elements of free factors of F, and hi are conjugate to
each other and are not conjugate to elements of free factors of F. Then no element
occurs in the sequence h1, . . . , hm more than 2k + ℓ− 1 times.
Corollary 3. Suppose F is a free group and c = h1 . . . hm 6= 1 in F , where
c, h1, . . . , hm ∈ F are such that c is a commutator and h1, . . . , hm are conjugate
to each other. Then h1, . . . , hm are all distinct.
More generally, suppose that c1 . . . ck = h1 . . . hm 6= 1 in a free group F , where
c1, . . . , ck, h1, . . . , hm ∈ F are such that c1, . . . , ck are commutators and h1, . . . , hm
are conjugate to each other. Then no element occurs in the sequence h1, . . . , hm
more than 2k − 1 times.
Corollary 4. Let A ∗ B be the free product of torsion free groups A,B. Then no
nontrivial element a ∈ A is a product of elements that are conjugate to each other
and are not conjugate to an element of A.
More generally, suppose that a1b1 . . . aℓbℓ = h1 . . . hm 6= 1 in A ∗ B, where
a1, . . . , aℓ ∈ A \ {1}, b1, . . . , bℓ ∈ B \ {1}, and h1, . . . , hm ∈ A ∗ B are conju-
gate to each other and are not conjugate to an element of A∪B. Then no element
occurs in the sequence h1, . . . , hm more than 2ℓ− 1 times.
Let w be an element of the free product F of groups Gα, α ∈ I. A mixed
commutator factorization for w is an equality in F of the form
w = c1 . . . ckd1 . . . dℓ, (1)
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where ci are commutators and dj are conjugate to elements of free factors of F. The
mixed genus mg(w) of w is defined to be a minimal integer s such that s = 2k + ℓ
over all mixed commutator factorizations (1) for w.
For example, if mg(w) ≤ 1 then w is conjugate to an element of a free factor of
F and if mg(w) = 2 then w is a commutator or a product of two elements conjugate
to nontrivial elements of free factors of F.
We remark that Culler [8] introduced the genus g(w) for an element w of the free
product A ∗B of two groups A,B as a minimal number of commutators needed to
write w as the product of these commutators or g(w) := ∞ if w is not a product
of commutators. Culler [8] gave an algorithm that computes the genus g(w) of
w whenever the genera of elements can be computed in free factors A,B. The
genus g(w) can be defined in the same fashion for an element w of an arbitrary free
product F of groups.
Let a free group F be considered as the free product of its cyclic subgroups.
Grigorchuk and Kurchanov [14] defined the width h(w) of an element w of F as
a minimal number of elements that are conjugate to elements of free factors of F
and that are needed to write w as their product. Grigorchuk and Kurchanov [14]
gave an algorithm that computes the width h(w) of w ∈ F , see also [17], [30]. The
width h(w) can be defined in the same manner for an element w of an arbitrary
free product F of groups.
It is worthwhile to note that our definition of the mixed genus mg(w) of an
element w of an arbitrary free product F combines the foregoing two definitions
and the number mg(w) satisfies the inequalities mg(w) ≤ 2g(w) and mg(w) ≤ h(w).
However, it is not clear how to algorithmically compute the mixed genus mg(w)
even for elements of a free group.
A quasiperiodic factorization for an element w of the free product F of groups
Gα, α ∈ I, is an equality in F of the form
w = hn11 . . . h
nm
m , (2)
where h1, . . . , hm are conjugate to each other and are not conjugate to an element
of a free factor Gα, n1, . . . , nm are positive integers, and m ≥ 1.
The quasiperiodicity qp(w) of w is defined to be a maximal integer r such that
r =
∑m
j=1(nj − 1) over all quasiperiodic factorizations (2) for w if there are such
factorizations and the set of such r is bounded above. If the set of such r is not
bounded above, we set qp(w) := +∞ and if there are no such factorizations for w,
we set qp(w) := −∞.
It is clear that, for every w ∈ F such that w is not conjugate to an element of a
free factor, we have qp(w) ≥ 0. As another example, consider two elements u, v ∈ F
that are conjugate and are not conjugate to an element of a free factor of F. Then
qp(u4v2) ≥ 4 and qp(u3vuv) ≥ 3 as u3vuv = u4vuv, where vu := u−1vu.
Note that if w = h1 . . . hm in F, where h1, . . . , hm are conjugate to each other
and are not conjugate to an element of a free factor Gα, and s elements among
h1, . . . , hm are equal each other, then qp(w) ≥ s − 1. Indeed, we can apply the
identity uv = vuv and rearrange the factors h1, . . . , hm in such a way that the
equal s factors would form an sth power. This observation, in particular, implies
that, if the free product A∗B has torsion, then qp(1) = +∞. Indeed, if an element
a ∈ A has order m > 1 and b ∈ B is nontrivial then
1 = [a, b][a, b]a
−1
. . . [a, b]a
1−m
= ([a, b][a, b]a
−1
. . . [a, b]a
1−m
)2016.
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These equalities mean that qp(1) = qp([a, b]) = +∞. (It is not clear what could
be qp(a), qp(ab) in this situation.) On the other hand, for free products of groups
without torsion we have a nicer situation.
Corollary 5. Let F be the free product of torsion free groups Gα, α ∈ I. Then, for
every w ∈ F, the quasiperiodicity qp(w) of w satisfies qp(w) ≤ mg(w) − 2 < +∞.
Furthermore, qp(w) = −∞ if and only if w is conjugate to an element of a free
factor of F, otherwise, qp(w) ≥ 0 is finite.
We remark that the bound qp(w) ≤ mg(w)− 2 of Corollary 5 is sharp as follows
from the equality
(ab)n = anba
n−1
ba
n−2
. . . bab
that proves that if a ∈ A, b ∈ B are nontrivial then qp((ab)n) ≥ n − 1 and
mg((ab)n) ≤ n + 1. The sharpness of the bound qp(w) ≤ mg(w) − 2 also follows
from the Culler’s observation [8] that [a, b]n is a product of k commutators whenever
n ≤ 2k − 1.
Our arguments utilize diagrams over free products of groups and are based on a
car-crash lemma of [19], [20], [21], see also [10], that has had quite a few applications
in group theory, see [3], [4], [5], [11], [12], [13], [18], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27].
In Sect. 2, we define diagrams over free products of groups and prove a lemma
on geometric meaning of the mixed genus. In Sect. 3, we state a car-crash lemma.
Sect. 4 contains the proof of our Theorem.
2. Preliminaries
Suppose that S is an oriented compact closed surface. Note that S need not be
connected.
A map on S is a finite 2-complex ∆ embedded into S. We call S the underlying
surface for ∆, denoted S = S(∆). If the embedding of ∆ into S is surjective, i.e.,
∆ has no boundary, we say that the map ∆ is closed.
The set of i-cells of a finite 2-complex ∆ is denoted ∆(i), i = 0, 1, 2. The closures
of i-cells of ∆ for i = 0, 1, 2 are called vertices, edges, faces, resp. The 1-skeleton of
∆, consisting of vertices and edges, is a graph denoted ∆[1].
If F is a face of a map ∆ then a boundary path ∂F of F is oriented in positive,
i.e., in counterclockwise, direction. Recall that S(∆) is oriented. If ∂F = e1e2 . . . ek,
where e1, e2, . . . , ek are oriented edges, then the subpaths e1e2, e2e3, . . . , eke1 of ∂F
are called corners of F . If eiei+1 is a corner of F then the terminal vertex of ei is
called the vertex of eiei+1 and is denoted ν(eiei+1).
If e is an oriented edge of a 2-complex ∆ then e−, e+ denote the initial, terminal,
resp., vertices of e. By e−1 we mean the edge with opposite to e orientation. If
p = e1 . . . ek is a path in ∆, where e1, . . . , ek are oriented edges, then the initial
and terminal vertices of p are defined by p− := (e1)− and p+ := (ek)+, resp., and
p−1 := e−1k . . . e
−1
1 .
Let C(∆) denote the set of all corners of faces of a map ∆ and let A ∗B be the
free product of two nontrivial groups A,B, where A∩B = {1}. A map ∆ is called
a diagram over A ∗B if ∆ is equipped with two labeling functions
ϕ : C(∆)→ A ∪B, θ : ∆(0)→ {A,B}
and the following conditions are satisfied.
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(D1) If u, v are two vertices of ∆ connected by an edge then θ(u) 6= θ(v). In
particular, ∆[1] is a biparite graph.
(D2) For every corner ee′ ∈ C(∆) such that θ(ν(ee′)) = A, we have ϕ(ee′) ∈ A
and, for every corner ee′ ∈ C(∆) such that θ(ν(ee′)) = B, we have ϕ(ee′) ∈
B.
We remark that our definition of a diagram over A ∗ B is different from the
definitions of diagrams over free products of groups used in books [28], [29] and is
similar to the definition introduced in Howie’s articles [15], [16].
Let F be a face of a diagram ∆ over A ∗ B and let ∂F = e1e2 . . . ek, where
e1, e2, . . . , ek are oriented edges, be a boundary path of F . A label ϕ(∂F ) of F is
defined by setting
ϕ(∂F ) := ϕ(e1e2)ϕ(e2e3) . . . ϕ(eke1),
i.e., ϕ(∂F ) is the product of consecutive, in positive direction, ϕ-labels of corners
of F . It is clear that ϕ(∂F ) is a word over the alphabet A∪B and ϕ(∂F ) is defined
up to a cyclic permutation.
Let p = eiei+1 . . . ei+ℓ be a subpath of a boundary path ∂F of a face F , where
indices are modulo k = |∂F |. We define the label ϕ(p) of p to be the word
ϕ(p) := ϕ(eiei+1)ϕ(ei+1ei+2) . . . ϕ(ei+ℓ−1ei+ℓ).
If v ∈ ∆(0) is a vertex in the interior of a diagram ∆ over A ∗ B, i.e., v 6∈ ∂∆,
then a label ϕ(v) of v is the product of ϕ-labels of consecutive, in negative direction,
corners whose vertex is v. We say that v is an A-vertex if θ(v) = A and v is a B-
vertex if θ(v) = B. It is clear from the definitions that ϕ(v) ∈ A if v is an A-vertex
and ϕ(v) ∈ B if v is a B-vertex. It is also clear that ϕ(v) is defined up to conjugation
in A or B. If ϕ(v) is defined and ϕ(v) = 1 in A or in B, depending on type of
v, then we say that v is a regular vertex. If ϕ(v) is defined and ϕ(v) 6= 1 in A or
B then v is called an irregular vertex. Note that a label ϕ(v) is not defined for a
vertex v on the boundary ∂∆ of ∆.
We remark that similar diagrams were considered in [15], [16], [19], [27] and some
other papers but our definitions are slightly different.
For example, the diagram depicted in Fig. 1 has a torus as the underlying surface
and it is drawn as a rectangle with opposite sides to be identified. This diagram
contains two vertices, three edges, one face, and three corners with ϕ-label a ∈ A
and three corners with ϕ-label b ∈ B. If the vertices are regular, then a3 = 1 in A
and b3 = 1 in B. The label of the face is (ab)3. This diagram demonstrates that if
a ∈ A and b ∈ B have order 3 then (ab)3 is a commutator. A complete description
of commutators in a free product of groups that are not conjugate to elements of
free factors and are proper powers is given in [7].
Fig. 1
a a
a b
b
b
We call a diagram ∆ over A ∗ B reduced if ∆ has no face with a corner whose
ϕ-label is 1.
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The extended genus eg(∆) of a diagram ∆ over A ∗B is defined by
eg(∆) := 2− χ(∆) + r0(∆), (3)
where χ(∆) = |∆(0)| − |∆(1)| + |∆(2)| is the Euler characteristic of ∆ and r0(∆)
is the number of irregular vertices in ∆.
We consider elements of the free product A∗B as words over the alphabet A∪B,
where A ∩B = {1}, whose elements are called letters. A word w = a1 . . . aℓ, where
a1, . . . , aℓ ∈ A∪B are letters, is called reduced if w is nonempty, none of the letters
a1, . . . , aℓ is 1 and, for every i, the letters ai, ai+1 do not belong to the same free
factor of A ∗B. The length of a word w is the number of letters in w, denoted |w|.
A word w is cyclically reduced if w is nonempty and w2 is reduced.
The definitions of reduced and cyclically reduced words that represent elements
of an arbitrary free product F = ∗
α∈I
Gα of nontrivial groups Gα are analogous.
If u,w are two words over A∪B, then u ≡ w means the literal or letter-by-letter
equality of words. If words u,w are equal as elements of A ∗B, we write u
∗
= w.
If w is a word over A ∪ B, we let δ1(w) denote the word obtained from w by
deletion of all occurrences of the letter 1 ∈ A ∪ B. By writing w ≡1 u we mean
that δ1(w) ≡ δ1(u). If a, b ∈ A then by writing a
A
= b we mean that a = b in A.
Similarly, the notation a
B
= b means that a, b ∈ B and a = b in B.
We mention without proof that the mixed genus mg(w) of a cyclically reduced
word w over A∪B is equal to the minimal extended genus eg(∆) of a reduced closed
diagram ∆ over A ∗ B that contains a single face whose label is the word w. In
this paper we need only the inequality mg(w) ≥ eg(∆) that follows from Lemma 1
below. We also remark that the inequality mg(w) ≥ eg(∆) of Lemma 1 is actually
an equality but we will not need this equality either.
Lemma 1. Suppose that u1, . . . , um are nonempty cyclically reduced words over the
alphabet A ∪ B. Then the minimal mixed genus mg(w) of an element w ∈ A ∗ B
of the form w
∗
= s1u1s
−1
1 . . . smums
−1
m satisfies mg(w) ≥ eg(∆), where eg(∆) is
the minimal extended genus eg(∆) of a reduced closed diagram ∆ over A ∗ B that
contains precisely m faces whose labels are the words u1, . . . , um.
Proof. Suppose that w0 is a word of a minimal mixed genus n = mg(w0) among all
words w of the form
w ≡ s1u1s
−1
1 . . . smums
−1
m ,
where each si ∈ A ∗ B is a reduced word or si ≡ 1. Since n = mg(w0), there is a
factorization for w0 of the form
w0
∗
= [v1, t1] . . . [vk, tk]d1 . . . dℓ,
where n = 2k + ℓ, for every i, vi, ti are reduced words, and, for each j, dj ≡
dj,1dj,0d
−1
j,1 , dj,0 ∈ A ∪B, dj,0 6= 1, dj,1 is a reduced word or dj,1 ≡ 1.
Consider the word
smu
−1
m s
−1
m . . . s1u
−1
1 s
−1
1 v
−1
1 t
−1
1 v1t1 . . . v
−1
k t
−1
k vktkd1 . . . dℓ. (4)
Let ∆0 be a diagram over A ∗B that consists of a single face H whose boundary
path ∂H has the following factorization
∂H = p1q1p2q2 . . . pLqL,
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where L = 3m + 4k + ℓ, p1, q1, . . . pLqL are subpaths of ∂H , and the sequence of
words ϕ(p1), . . . , ϕ(pL) is identical to the sequence of subwords s1, u
−1
1 , s
−1
1 , . . . , dℓ
distinguished in the word (4). The paths q1, . . . , qL have labels equal to powers of
the letter 1 ∈ A∪B and |qi| = 2 or |qi| = 3, hence, ϕ(qi) ≡ 1
|qi|−1 with |qi|− 1 ≥ 1.
The ϕ-label of a corner of H whose vertex is (pi)− or (pi)+ is also 1. It is easy to
see that we can assign θ-labels to corners of H so that both properties (D1)–(D2)
hold true and ∆0 is indeed a diagram over A ∗ B. Note that the choice between
|qi| = 2 or |qi| = 3 depends on θ((pi)+) and θ((pi+1)−), here indices are modulo L.
Let x be one of the subwords sm, u
−1
m , s
−1
m , . . . , dℓ distinguished in the word
(4) and let p(x) denote the corresponding path among p1, p2, . . . , pL such that
ϕ(p(x)) ≡ x, i.e., we assume that p(sm) = p1, p(u
−1
m ) = p2, . . . , p(dℓ) = pL.
We now make some surgeries over ∆0. We remark that θ-labels of vertices never
change under these surgeries.
Observe that the subpath p(dj) of ∂H has even length because dj ≡ dj,1dj,0d
−1
j,1 ,
where dj,0 ∈ A ∪ B and dj,0 6= 1, dj,1 is a reduced word or dj,1 ≡ 1. Hence, there
is a factorization p(dj) = p1(dj)p2(dj), where |p1(dj)| = |p2(dj)| and ϕ(p1(dj)) ≡
ϕ(p2(dj))
−1. Therefore, by identifying p1(dj) and p2(dj)
−1 for each j = 1, . . . , ℓ,
within H , so that the subpath p(dj) of ∂H turns into p¯1(dj)p¯1(dj)
−1, see Fig. 2, we
obtain a diagram ∆1 over A ∗B with a single face, still denoted H , and ℓ irregular
vertices (p¯1(dj))+, j = 1, . . . , ℓ. Note that all vertices of the paths p¯1(dj), except
for their end vertices (p¯1(dj))− ∈ ∂∆1 and (p¯1(dj))+ are regular.
Fig. 2
∂Gi
p¯(si)
∂H
Gi H1
dj,0
p¯1(dj)
Our next step is to identify, for every i = 1, . . . ,m, the path p(si) with p(s
−1
i )
−1
within H , getting thereby a new path p¯(si) and a new map ∆2 with m + 1 faces
H,G1, . . . , Gm such that the boundary path ∂|(p¯(si))+Gi of Gi starting at the vertex
(p¯(si))+ is a subpath of (∂H)
−1, see Fig. 2. We assign 1 as the ϕ-label to the corner
of Gi whose vertex is (p¯(si))+ and, to every other corner of Gi, we assign ϕ-label
equal to the inverse of the ϕ-label of the corner of H with the same vertex. Recall
that θ-labels of vertices do not change. Such assignments produce a diagram ∆2
over A∗B without additional irregular vertices because all vertices of ∂Gi and p¯(si)
are regular.
We now identify the path p(u−1i ) with p(ui)
−1 and the path p(t−1i ) with p(ti)
−1
for every i = 1, . . . , k. Doing these identifications, results in a diagram ∆3 over A∗B
on an oriented surface of genus k such that ∆3 consists ofm+1 facesH,G1, . . . , Gm,
∆3 has a single boundary component, denoted ∂∆3, and ∆3 contains ℓ irregular
vertices. The images of paths p(ui), p(ti) in ∆3 are denoted p¯(ui), p¯(ti), resp.,
i = 1, . . . , k.
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Note that the vertices of paths p¯(ui), p¯(ti), different from their end vertices, are
all regular and the end vertices of p¯(ui), p¯(ti) belong to the boundary path ∂∆3.
We also observe that if ee′ ∈ C(∆3) is a corner whose vertex belongs to ∂∆3 then
ϕ(ee′) = 1. Therefore, we may attach a new face G0 such that |∂G0| = |∂∆3| and
ϕ(∂G0) ≡ 1
|∂∆3| to ∂∆3 by identifying the paths ∂G and ∂∆3.
This attachment of G0 to ∆3 produces a new diagram ∆4 over A ∗B such that
∆4 is closed, χ(∆4) = 2− 2k, ∆4 has ℓ irregular vertices,
eg(∆4) = 2k + ℓ = mg(w0),
∆4 contains m faces G1, . . . , Gm such that ϕ(∂Gi) ≡1 ui, where i = 1, . . . ,m, and
∆4 contains two more faces H,G0 such that ϕ(∂H)
∗
= ϕ(∂G0)
∗
= 1.
Thus we have constructed a closed diagram ∆4 over A ∗ B with some desired
properties except for the properties of being reduced and having precisely m faces
whose labels are the words u1, . . . , um.
For a closed diagram ∆ over A ∗B consider the parameter
τ(∆) := (−χ(∆), r0(∆), |∆(1)|),
where as above χ(∆) is the Euler characteristic of ∆, r0(∆) is the number of
irregular vertices of ∆, and |∆(1)| is the number of nonoriented edges of ∆. We
partially order diagrams ∆ over A ∗ B according to their parameters τ(∆) which
are ordered lexicographically, i.e., τ(∆) < τ(∆′) if and only if −χ(∆) < −χ(∆′) or
−χ(∆) = −χ(∆′) and r0(∆) < r0(∆
′) or −χ(∆) = −χ(∆′) and r0(∆) = r0(∆
′)
and |∆(1)| < |∆′(1)|.
Initializing, we set ∆˜ := ∆4 and note that
τ(∆˜) = (2− 2k, ℓ, ∆˜(1)), eg(∆˜) ≤ mg(w0).
In our inductive arguments below we do not assume that ∆˜ is necessarily con-
nected but we do assume that ∆˜ has the following property.
(P) Every connected component of a diagram ∆ over A ∗ B contains a face F
such that ϕ(∂F ) ≡1 ui for some i = 1, . . . ,m.
Note that the number of connected components of a diagram ∆ over A ∗B with
property (P) is at most m. Hence, −χ(∆) ≥ −2m because −χ(∆) ≥ −2 whenever
∆ is connected. Since the second and the third components of τ(∆) are nonnegative
integers, it follows that there is no strictly decreasing infinite chain
τ(∆1) > τ(∆2) > . . .
in which diagrams ∆1,∆2, . . . have property (P). This means that we may use
induction on parameter τ(∆) in our arguments below if intermediate diagrams,
similarly to ∆˜, also have property (P).
Now we will make more surgeries over ∆˜ aimed to get a reduced diagram.
If ∆˜ is reduced and has property (P) then ∆˜ is a required diagram and our proof
is complete.
Suppose that there is a corner ef of a face F of ∆˜ such that ϕ(ef) = 1. Consider
three possible cases.
Case 1: Assume that e = f−1, i.e., the vertex e+ = f− has degree 1 and the
corner ef = ee−1 is the only corner in ∆˜ whose vertex is e+.
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If the degree of the vertex e− is also 1 then the connected component of ∆˜ that
contains e, f is a sphere that contains the single face F such that |∂F | = 2 and
ϕ(∂F ) ≡ 1c, where c is the ϕ-label of the second corner of F . Since u1, . . . , um are
cyclically reduced words, it follows that the label of F may not be one of u1, . . . , um.
This contradiction to property (P) of ∆˜ proves that the degree of e− is greater than
1. Hence, we may take the edges e, f out of ∆˜ creating thereby a diagram ∆˜1 with
property (P) and eg(∆˜1) = eg(∆˜). The two consecutive corners e
′e, e−1f ′ of F
will disappear and, in their place, we obtain a single corner e′f ′ whose ϕ-label is
defined by ϕ(e′f ′) := ϕ(e′e)ϕ(ff ′), see Fig. 3, where ϕ(e′e) = a1, ϕ(ff
′) = a2 and
a1, . . . , a4 ∈ A ∪ B. In view of inequality τ(∆˜1) < τ(∆˜) and eg(∆˜1) = eg(∆˜), we
can use the induction hypothesis and Case 1 is complete.
Fig. 3
1
a1
e = f−1
a4
a2 a3
a1a2
a4
a3
Case 2: Suppose e− 6= f+.
In this case we fold the edges e and f−1 within F , i.e., we identify e and f−1
through the “corner” of F between them. The vertices e−, f+ become identical and
the two corners e′e, ff ′ of F , whose vertices were e−, f+ before the fold, turn into
a single corner e′f ′ whose ϕ-label is defined by ϕ(e′f ′) := ϕ(e′e)ϕ(ff ′), see Fig. 4,
where ϕ(e′e) = a1, ϕ(ff
′) = a5 and a1, . . . , a6 ∈ A ∪ B. As a result, we obtain
a diagram ∆˜1 over A ∗ B such that τ(∆˜1) < τ(∆˜) and eg(∆˜1) = eg(∆˜). By the
induction hypothesis, Case 2 is complete.
Fig. 4
1
a1e
f
a2
a3
a4
a5
a6
a2
a3
a1a5
a4 a6
H
Case 3: Suppose e 6= f−1 and e− = f+.
In this case, the path ef is closed and defines a simple closed curve on the
underlying surface S(∆˜). We cut ∆˜ along this curve and obtain a new diagram ∆˜0
with two boundary components, oriented clockwise, which we denote by e′f ′ and
(e′′f ′′)−1, where e′, e′′ are the images of e in ∆˜0, f
′, f ′′ are the images of f in ∆˜0,
and e′f ′ is the image of the corner ef of H in ∆˜0, see Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5
1
e fH
1
e′ f ′H
e′′ f ′′
1
e′ = (f ′)−1
H
e′′ = (f ′′)−1
Note that χ(∆˜0) = χ(∆˜) and the closed paths e
′f ′, e′′f ′′ might belong to different
connected components of ∆˜0 which happens when ef defines a separating curve on
S(∆˜).
We identify the edges e′ and (f ′)−1 and the edges e′′ and (f ′′)−1 thus eliminating
the boundary of ∆˜0. The result is a closed diagram ∆˜1 over A ∗B such that
χ(∆˜1) = χ(∆˜0) + 2 = χ(∆˜) + 2.
Observe that the images of vertices e′−, e
′′
− in ∆˜1 could be both irregular even if
e− is regular in ∆˜, the image of e
′
+ in ∆˜1 is regular and the image of e
′′
+ in ∆˜1
is regular if and only if e+ is regular in ∆˜. This means that r0(∆˜1) ≤ r0(∆˜) + 2.
Therefore, we have
eg(∆˜1) = 2− χ(∆˜1) + r0(∆˜1) ≤ eg(∆˜). (5)
Note that ∆˜1 might have a connected component ∆˜1,1 with the property that
ϕ(∂G)
∗
= 1 for every face G in ∆˜1,1, i.e., ∆˜1 might lack the property (P). Since ∆˜
has property (P), it follows that there is at most one such component ∆˜1,1 in ∆˜1.
If ∆˜1,1 does exist then we take ∆˜1,1 out of ∆˜1 and denote thus obtained diagram
∆˜2. If ∆˜1,1 does not exist then we set ∆˜2 := ∆˜1. Clearly, ∆˜2 has property (P).
First we consider the subcase when either ∆˜1,1 does not exist or ∆˜1,1 exists
and χ(∆˜1,1) ≤ 0. Since χ(∆˜1) = χ(∆˜2) + χ(∆˜1,1), it follows from the definitions
and the inequality (5) that −χ(∆˜2) ≤ −χ(∆˜) − 2 and eg(∆˜2) ≤ eg(∆˜). Hence,
τ(∆˜2) < τ(∆˜) and, by the induction hypothesis, this subcase is complete.
Now assume that ∆˜1,1 exists and χ(∆˜1,1) > 0. Since ∆˜1,1 is oriented and
connected, it follows that χ(∆˜1,1) = 2 and ∆˜1,1 is a sphere. Since χ(∆˜1) = χ(∆˜2)+
χ(∆˜1,1), we have χ(∆˜2) = χ(∆˜).
Let us show that r0(∆˜2) ≤ r0(∆˜). It follows from our construction that either
r0(∆˜1) = r0(∆˜) or r0(∆˜1) = r0(∆˜) + 2. If r0(∆˜1) = r0(∆˜) then r0(∆˜2) ≤ r0(∆˜)
as desired. Assume that r0(∆˜1) = r0(∆˜) + 2. Then it follows from the definitions
that r0(∆˜1,1) ≥ 1 because the image of the vertex e
′
− in ∆˜1,1 is irregular. It is
not difficult to show (e.g., by induction on (|∆˜1,1(2)|, |∆˜1,1(1)|)) that the equality
r0(∆˜1,1) = 1 is impossible. Therefore, r0(∆˜1,1) ≥ 2 and we can conclude that
r0(∆˜2) ≤ r0(∆˜1)− 2 ≤ r0(∆˜),
as desired.
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Since |∆˜2(1)| + |∆˜1,1(1)| = |∆˜(1)| and |∆˜1,1(1)| > 0, it follows from χ(∆˜2) =
χ(∆˜) and r0(∆˜2) ≤ r0(∆˜) that τ(∆˜2) < τ(∆˜). It is also clear that eg(∆˜2) ≤ eg(∆˜),
hence, by the induction hypothesis, Case 3 is complete.
Thus in all Cases 1–3 we have been able to construct a diagram ∆˜′ over A ∗ B
such that eg(∆˜′) ≤ eg(∆˜), τ(∆˜′) < τ(∆˜) and ∆˜′ contains m faces G1, . . . , Gm such
that ϕ(∂Gi) ≡1 ui, i = 1, . . . ,m. This completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
3. Car Motions
This Section is similar to a corresponding section of [12] and contains necessary
definitions and statements of [20], [21] with some simplifications.
Consider a closed map ∆ on a closed oriented compact surface. A car moving
around a face F of ∆ is an orientation preserving covering of the boundary path
∂F of F by an oriented circle C = R/MZ called the circle of time and regarded
as the quotient of the real numbers R by its subgroup MZ, where Z is the set of
integers and M ∈ R.
Informally, a car is a point moving along the boundary path of a face in coun-
terclockwise direction (the interior of the face remains on the left) without U-turns
and stops. The motion is periodic.
The degree of a vertex v of a map ∆ is the number of oriented edges of ∆ whose
terminal vertex is v. By the definition, a point in the interior of an edge of ∆ has
degree two.
Let v be a point of the 1-skeleton ∆[1] of ∆ and suppose that the number of cars
being at a moment of time t at the point v is equal to the degree of v. Then v is
called a point of complete collision.
A multiple car motion of period T on ∆ is a set of cars αF,j : C → ∂F , defined
for every face F of ∆ and for every j = 1, . . . , dF , where dF ≥ 1 is an integer, such
that the following hold true.
(M1) If dF > 1 then αF,j(t+T ) = αF,j+1(t) for every t ∈ R and j ∈ {1, . . . , dF },
here the second subscripts are modulo dF and addition of points of C is
defined according to C = R/MZ, where M is an integer multiple of T .
(M2) For every face F of ∆, there exists a partition of ∂F into dF consecutive
arcs with disjoint interiors such that, during the time interval [0, T ], each
car αF,j is moving along the jth arc of the partition.
Lemma 2 ([20], [21]). For every multiple car motion defined on a closed map ∆ on
an oriented compact surface, the number of points of complete collision is at least
χ(∆) +
∑
F∈∆(2)
(dF − 1),
where the summation runs over all faces F of ∆.
We remark that, in articles [20], [21], Lemma 2 is stated and proved for con-
nected surfaces, but it remains valid in nonconnected case because both parts of
the inequality in Lemma 2 are additive under disjoint union.
4. Proof of Theorem
First we note that an arbitrary free product F = ∗
α∈I
Gα of nontrivial groups
Gα, where |I| > 1, can be embedded into a free product A ∗B of two groups A,B
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by means of a monomorphism µ : F → A ∗ B in such a way that the following
properties (E1)–(E2) hold true.
(E1) If w ∈ F is a reduced word then µ(w) ∈ A ∗ B is also reduced and the set
of finite orders of letters of w is identical to that of µ(w).
(E2) An element w ∈ F is conjugate in F to an element of a free factor Gα if
and only if µ(w) is conjugate in A ∗B to an element of A ∪B.
Indeed, let A := F and let B := F (bα;α ∈ I) be a free group whose free
generators are letters bα, α ∈ I. Then the desired embedding µ : F → A ∗B can be
defined by extending to F the map µ(g) := b−1α gbα for every g ∈ Gα. It is easy to
see that both properties (E1) and (E2) hold true.
Observe that if w ∈ F then it follows from property (E2) that
qp(w) ≤ qp(µ(w)) and mg(µ(w)) ≤ mg(w).
Hence, in view of property (E1), it suffices to prove our Theorem for the free product
A ∗B of two factors A,B.
Let w ∈ A ∗ B be a word such that qp(w) is finite and consider a quasiperiodic
factorization for w of the form
w
∗
= s1u
n1s−11 s2u
n2s−12 . . . smu
nms−1m ,
where u is a cyclically reduced word, sj ∈ A ∗B, nj > 0, and qp(w) =
∑
j(nj − 1).
By Lemma 1, there exists a reduced diagram ∆ over A ∗ B such that ∆ contains
precisely m faces F1, . . . , Fm whose labels are the words u
n1 , un2 , . . . , unm , resp.,
and
eg(∆) ≤ mg(w). (6)
Denote
u ≡ a1b1 . . . arbr, (7)
where ai ∈ A, bi ∈ B and a 6= 1, b 6= 1.
We will now define a multiple car motion on ∆ in the following manner. For
every j = 1, . . . ,m, there are nj cars that move around the boundary path ∂Fj ,
where ϕ(∂Fj) ≡ u
nj , with constant speed, one edge per unit of time, and, at the
initial moment of time, t = 0, the cars are located at distinct corners whose ϕ-labels
are br, here br means the last letter of u, see (7). It is easy to see that this is a
periodic motion with period 2r. By Lemma 2, there are at least χ(∆)+
∑
j(nj −1)
points of complete collision in ∆.
Let us analyze where these complete collisions may occur.
First, note that a complete collision may not occur at an interior point of an edge
of ∆. Indeed, at every even moment of time t = 2i, where i ∈ Z, all cars are located
at B-vertices, while at every odd moment of time t = 2i+ 1 all cars are located at
A-vertices. Therefore, during the time interval (2i, 2i+1) every car is moving from
a B-vertex to an A-vertex, while during the time interval (2i − 1, 2i) every car is
moving from an A-vertex to a B-vertex. Thus any two cars are never moving along
the same edge in opposite directions and may not collide in the interior of an edge.
Second, observe that a complete collision may not occur at a regular vertex. To
prove this claim, we note that at every integer moment of time all cars are located
at corners with the same ϕ-label, as denoted in (7). More specifically, at an even
moment of time t = 2i, where i ∈ Z, all cars are located at corners with ϕ-label
being bi, as indicated in (7), here indices are modulo r, and, at an odd moment of
time t = 2i+ 1, all cars are located at corners with ϕ-label being ai, as denoted in
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(7). Therefore, all corners, whose vertex v is a given point of a complete collision,
must have the same ϕ-label, as indicated in the factorization (7). If v is a regular
vertex of degree d then it follows from the definition of a regular vertex that adi
A
= 1
or bdi
B
= 1 for some i. Since d does not exceed the number of all corners in ∆ with
ϕ-label ai or bi, it follows that d ≤
∑
j nj . However, this inequality contradicts the
assumption that every letter of u has order greater than
∑
j nj . This contradiction
proves our claim.
Therefore, complete collisions can only occur at irregular vertices of ∆. Recall
that, by Lemma 2, there are at least χ(∆)+
∑
j(nj−1) points of complete collision
in ∆. Hence, we conclude that the number of irregular vertices of ∆ is at least
χ(∆) +
∑
j(nj − 1), i.e.,
r0(∆) ≥ χ(∆) +
∑
j
(nj − 1).
Therefore, it follows from the inequality (6) that
qp(w) =
∑
j
(nj − 1) ≤ −χ(∆) + r0(∆) = eg(∆) − 2 ≤ mg(w)− 2,
as required. This completes the proof of Theorem.
Corollaries are straightforward from the definitions and Theorem.
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